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ABSTRACT 

f 

The Roc-Riemann solver, " finite volume difference method whi<"h has a grcat stability fur 

prediction of tluid flow was developed for the prediction of carbon monoxide due to \'Chicular 

e1111sslon for input source strength emitted at a I,;iven value. Time, distance, air ,'Clocity (tlld 

pollutant speed w~rc the paramcters considered in developing the d:spersion model. which 

predicts the concentration profile for dispersion. The simulation of the model was carried out 

using the ;11rameters (time, distance, air velocity and pollutant speed) 10 show the efled of air 

velocity and pollutant speed on concentration profile at various axial wind height/distance abo\"e 

ground level. From the r~sults obtained and the graphs piotted, it shows that as the air velocity, 

pollutant speed and axial height/distance above ground level increases [(0.5m/s-2.5I11/s), 

(2.50m/s-3.00m/s), (1 m-ll 111),] respectively, the 1concentration of pollutant decreases 

(0.9811101/1113 -0.8211101/m 3) due to dispersion of pollutant. It was observed that there is a great 

dispersion of pollutant concentration at high air velocity, pollutant speed and axial 

height/distance above ground level. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The large majority of today's cars and trucks travel by using internal combustion engines that 

burn gasoline or other fossil fuels. The process of burning gasoline to power cars and trucks 

contributes to air pollution by releasing a variety of emissions such as oxides of sulphur, oxides 

of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, particulate matter, e.t.c, into the atmosphere. 

Emissions that are released directly into the atmosphere from the tailpipes of cars and trucks are 

the primary source of vehicular pollution. But motor vehicles also pollute the air during the 

processes of manufacturing, refueling, and from the emissions associated with oil refining and 

distribution of the fuel they burn. 

Carbon monoxide being one of the major pollutants associated with motor vehicles is a 

very dangerous gas. Cars and trucks are the source of nearly two-thirds of this pollutant. When 

inhaled, it blocks the transport of oxygen to the brain, heart, and other vital organs in the human 

body. Newborn children and people with chronic illnesses are especially susceptible to the 

effects of carbon monoxide. The effect of poIIution in the atmosphere to the society in general 

especially in the long term is very costly. Illness and premature death due wholly or in part to air 

poIIution places a great burden upon the society by way of increased costs of medical treatment 

through the loss of labour. In addition, air poIIution adversely atTects solids, water, wildlife, 

weather, climate and transportation as well as reducing economic values and personal effort and 

well being. (Enemari, 2004). 

There is a need for effective measures to mitigate the adverse impacts of motor vehicles use, the 

living environment in the cities of the developing world will continue to deteriorate and become 

increasingly unbearable if nothing is done to combat this great menace. Thus, in order to 

characterize the variation of these pollutants in space and time, there is need for monitoring. Air 

monitoring alone is expensive, time consuming and requires skiIIed manpower and sophisticated 

equipments. It is therefore necessary to develop and simulate models which must be flexible 

enough to determine the concentration with the changes in the source, concentration and 
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meteorological conditions. Basically, models have a degree of control and capacity for exploring 

virtual realities beyond those available to us through field and laboratory experiments, 

particularly when dealing with atmospheric phenomenon. (Lasisi, 2007) 

1.1 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this research project is to predict the concentration of pollutants such as carbon 

monoxide emitted from motor vehicles for input source strength at a given distance and time. 

This can be achieved through actualization of the following objectives: 

• Developing a mathematical model to determine the concentration of emitted carbon 

monoxide from motor vehicles. 

• Collate data on the input source strength from motor vehicles and meteorological data on 

some physical parameters such as the speed of air, velocity of pollutant e.t.c. 

• Collate data on the atomic diffusion volumes and molecular weight to determine the 

diffusivity of air-carbon monoxide system. 

• Stimulate the developed model by. computer program, using MA THCAD and find the 

interaction betwecn these physical parameters with the concentration of carbon 

monoxide. 

1.2 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF STUDY 

This research work focuses on the prediction of concentration of air pollutant such as carbon 

monoxide from vehicle emissions, taking into consideration peculiarities of the pollution pattern, 

their effect on human, animals and surrounding environment. 

In developing the modcls, the equation which describes diffusion is used, this represents 

the change in concentration with time and space, and also to make the equation as realistic as 

pos~ible. 
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The simulation of the devdoped model will be carried out to (ietermine the concentration 

or carbon monoxide in atmosfJhere at a given distance and time, and to show the errect 01' sOl11e 

physical parameters on the concentration of carbon monoxide. 

These vehicle emissions arc basically hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen 

and particulates. But due to the limited scope of available data, carbon monoxide being the Illajor 

exhaust ga~; emitted as pollutants fr0111 motor vehicles, concentration of carbon monoxide is 

therefore determined in this !TSC,,:,'h project as a function of some physical parameters such as 

air velocity, pollutant's speed and source strength on the emission dispersion and cOllccntration 
e 

profile at various axial distance and height above ground level; suggestion of control measures 

that could eliminate or reduces pollutants fr0111 vehicle emissions to the minimum. 

1.3 JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY 

There is the need to preserve the land, air, and rivers especially around urban areas that has low 

assimilative capacity for ourselves and the younger generations. Therefore, it is morally 

justifiable to ensure that the health and well-being of the communities around the cities of the 

developing world are not 'threatener:: by these activlties of vehicle emissions. 

Though, advancement is being made in chemical Engineering ill contributing immensely 

, 
to continued global industrial growth and development, but much investigation into pollutant 

concentration resulting from vehicle emissions neet to be uhdertaken because of the damagiilg 

effect of these pollutants in an environment. 

Researches have being carried out on mathematical modeling for the prediction of carbon 

monoxide emission due to vehicular pollutant using finite difference e1cment model (L,sisi, 

2007). He recommended that other numerical methods should be used to validate the samc 

problem. 

I-Ience, this present'rcsearch project is aimed at predicting the same concentration of 

carbon monoxide emitted from motor vehicle, but using another class of numerical mcthod 

called Roe-Riemann solver, a finik volume difference method which has the ability to predict 
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fluid flow over other finite difference formulations, and also simulating the input data \\'ilh :1 

., 
programmed computer software called MATH CAD 

Thcrcf"ore, this study was ean ied out to cievelop a simlilation model to v;llic\;ltc tIlL-

concentraion of pollutants such as carbon monoxide from vehicle emissions with respect to 

some physical parameters and its effect on the environment. 

" 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 POLLUTION 

Pollution could be defined as the contamination of Earth's environment with materials 

that interfere with human health, the quality of life, or the natural functioning of ecosystems 

(living organisms and their physical surroundings). Although some environmental pollution is a 

result of natural causes, most is caused by human activities. 

Pollution has received a worldwide attention; where efforts have been in existence to curb these 

pollution, effective international control are largely lacking. It has been difficult to achieve 

cooperation for pollution control in developing countries. This is even more problematic for a 

country like Nigeria, whose concern is to provide such basic needs as food, shelter and 

employment for her populace.(Enemari, 2007) 

2.1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF POLLUTION 

Pollution started during the ancient times but was not a major problem because people 

lived in rural areas and the pollutants they produced were widely scattered. 

Pollution problem started when large number of people began living together in cities. As 

cities grew, pollution problems grew with them. -But environmental problem rarely become 

serious until 1700's and early 1800' s during the industrial revolution period. The development of 

the industrial cities in 1700's and 1800's made pollution a major problem. 

In the 1900's, urban areas development was on the increase and automobiles, other new 

inventions made pollution steadily worse. By the mid-1900's pollutants had affected the water 

and air quality in every major city in the world and all industrial countries. 

The lives of millions of people have been endangered by pollution since the late 1960's. 

Measures are been taken by government to curb the situation and people are also working to 

reduce the extent of pollution. 

5 



2.1.2 AIR POLLUTION 

Air pollution could be defined as any atmospheric condition in which certain substances 

are present in such a concentration that they can produce undesirable effects on man and his 

environmcnt. (Susu and Gutti, 2003). 

The main cause of air pollution is the combustion of fossil fuel such as petrol, coal, 

gasoline and gases. Most vehicles, power plants, factories, train and aircraft use fossil fuel to 

obtain energy, in the process, many pollutants are released into the air (Enemari, 2004). Other 

causes of pollution include particulate matter (i.e smoke, dust, fume, etc), radioactive materials 

and many others. 

Most of these substances arc naturally present in low concentration and are considered 

harri1less; however, a particular substance can be considered an air pollutant only when its 

concentration is relatively high compared with the accepted concentration value and causes 

adverse effects. 

The Nigerian and World Health Organization guidelines for ambient air quality standards 

as shown in 2.1, 2.2(i) and 2.2(ii) below; 

Table 2.1 Nigerian ambient air quality standard (FEP A guidelines) 

POLLUTANTS 

Particulate matter 

Sulphur Oxide 

Non-methane 

Carbon monoxide 

Nitrogen Oxide 
(nitrogen dioxides) 

Photochemical oxidant 

TIME AVERAGE 

Daily average of daily 
Values (1 hour) 
Daily average of hourly 

Values 1 hour 

250llg/mj 
600llg/m3 
O.Olppm 

261lg/m3 

LIMITS 

O.lppm (260llg/m3) 

Daily average of 3-hourly 160llg/m3 
values 

Daily average of hourly values 
8-hourly 

Daily average of hourly value 

Hourly values 

6 

1 Oppm (11.4~lg/m3) 
20ppm (22.8~lg/m3) 

0.04ppm-0.06ppm 
(11-75 Ilg/m3) 
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Table 2.2(i) World Health Organization guidelines for ambient air quality standard 

(WI 10 and UNEP, 2002.) 

~-- -~- -------~----"--- .. -----~---

STANDARD POLLUTANTS SAMPLING TJME 

Particulate matter Annual mean 

98 percentile 

Thoracic particles 24 hours annual 

Mean 

10 minutes 

1 hour 

co 15 minutes 

30 minutes 

1 hour 

24 hours 

Lead 1 hour 

Photochemical 8 hours 

Oxidants 
I 

03 ! 11.a 
I 

I 
I 

j I 
L--

7 

40-60~g/nY' 

150-230~tg/m3 

'.) 

lOO~g/m3 

60~glm3 

O.5-1.0~g/m3 

150-200~lg/m3 

lOO-120~g/m3 



/ 
Tahle 2.2(ii) Up<Hcd WHO ;lir quality guideline valucs (i\QG) 

--POLLUTANTS--- --AVERAGING TIME AQG VALUE 

Particulate matt.::r 
----t-l-y-ea-r---------r7"l O--;;~;gim3 

24 hours (99 th percentile) 25 [1g/m3 

1 year 

24 hours (99th percentile) 50l1g/m3 

Ozone, 0 3 8 hours, daily maXlrrllllTI 1 OO~lg/m3 

Nitrogen dioxide, N02 1 year 40 [1g/nr' 

1 hour 

Sulphur dioxide, S02 24 hours 

10 minutes 

2.1.3 SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION 

The major sources of air pollution can be classified into two; 

a. Natural sources: these include dust from desert or land with little or no '/egctation, 

Radon gas from radioactive decay within the earth's crust, smoke and carbon monoxide 

from wildfire, volcanic a.:;tivities which produce sulphur, chl'brine and ash particulates, 

electric discharge, oxidation and other reactions in the atmosphere. 

b. Human activities: these include air pollutants (NOx, CO, SOx) from motor vehicles, 

aircrafts, diesel generators, municipal waste incinerators, power plants, etc, dust, 

hydrocarbons, amrnonia etc from petroleum refining, etc. 

8 
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2.2 VEHICULAR EMISSIONS 

Vehicles derive their energies from the combustion of fossil fuel in their internal 

combustion chamber. If it was possible to achieve complete combustion, the fuel applied will be 

completely converted to energy to create the desired motion in case of automobile and to convert 

it to other forms of energy for various purposes like providing light etc. In the process of 

combustion, a number of changes occur. Some of the fuel is passed out unburned; partially burnt 

i fuel changes form into a number of gases, impurities combine in the process principally with air 

i 
1 
j 

I 1 

1 
i 
I 
'1 
i 
I 
I 
! 

",{ 
~ 
\ 

to form other compounds e.g oxides of sulphur, nitrogen from the air particulate in the 

combustion process to form oxide of nitrogen NO, N02 depending on the prevailing ~ondition in 

the combustion chamber. The product of combustion mainly gases/particles are then emitted into 

the environment as exhaust gases. (Enemari, 2004). 

In urban environment that has low assimilative capacity, vehicular emission is of great 

I 1 concern. The emission reacts forming various species in various meteorological conditions 

I interfering with man's activities. Vehicular emission in typical urban center constitute over 60% 

~ 

~ of total population emission compared to industries, power plants, refuse disposal, space heating, 

I I etc (W. Bach, 1965). 
1 

i i 2.2.1 Vehicular emission is the bypro ducts of burning automobile fuels. There are four basic 

I types of vehicular emissions, namely; Hydrocarbon, Carbon monoxide, Oxides of nitrogen and 

i particulates. The three basic sources of vehicular emission are; engine crankcase blow by fumes 

J (20%), fuel vapour (20%), and engine exhaust gases (60%). (Duffy and Smith, 1992). The major 

t 1 emissions from the burning of diesel are sulphur dioxide (S02), Lead (Pb), etc. 
q 

12.3 
~ 
). 

FACTORS INFLUENCING FUEL ECONOMY AND RATE OF GENERATION 

I OF EXHAUST GASES LOAD. 

i . 1 The vehIcle tare weight from manufacture has the minimum fuel. As the load increases, the 

f engine has to do more work to pull the weight along. The energy to do this comes from burning 

~ 

~ more fuel which is accompanied by emission. 

! 
f 
~ 
t 

I 
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/ illg of cn~Tinc has higil fuel consumption. R~lpid acceleration and 
Cold and hot start; cold st;; -

sudden starts will rcsult to high fuel cons\lmption. Once thc engine h;)s been started, com11lence 

driving rather than aeec\erate standing which some people refer to as warming the engine. 

Idling, city traffic shifti'ng; all these result to hi?~l fuel consumption resulting in generation 01 

exhaust gases and environmental pollution. 

Speed; driving at high speed for extended period apart from wearing the engine burns more fuel 

and therefore vents high volume of gaseous/particulate matter witl~ attendant cnvironmcntal 

pollution. This is accompanied by emission. (W.Bach, 1965). 

2.4 MAJOR VEHICULAR EMISSION, SOURCES AND EFFECTS 

2.4.1 llYUROCARBON (HC): Hydrocarbon enllSSlOnS result when fuel molecule it; the , 

cnginc do not burn or burn only partially. Hydrocarbon escapes into the air through fuel 

evaporation either from fuel system or while the vehicle is being refueled. Hydrocarbon reacts in 

the presence of nitrogen oxides ~nd sunlight to f0l111 ground level ozone, the major component of 

smog. 

2.4.1.1 HEALTH EFFECTS: Hydrocarbon emISSIOn contribptes to eye, throat, and lung 

irritation and possibly cancer. It may lead to premature death. Ozone can lead to more frequent 

attack in people who hav~ asthma and can also hurt plants and animals. 

2.4.2 CARBON MONOXIDE (CO): This IS a colourless, odourless gas produced by 

incomplete combustion of car~10n containing fuel and by some biological and industrial 

processes. The major source of carbon emission at breathing level C'.ltlioor is the exhaust 0[' 

petro-powered motor vehicle, the diesel engine (compression ignition), vihen properly adjusted 

emits little carbon monoxides. 

2.4.2.1 HEALTH EFFECTS: Carbcn monoxide is absorbed through the lungs and reacts with 

hemoglobin of the blood. This results to the fOlmation of carboxyhemoglobin with the blood 

sysLcm which alters nen)ous system and causes changes in cardiac and pulmonary [uncti(j]i. it 

causes headaches, fatigue, drowsiness, respiratory failure and even death. 

10 
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l' . l' redd:sh-brown gas that comes 

NITROGEN DIOXIDE (N02): Nitrogen ClI0XIC e IS a 
2.4.3 

11as a strong smell at high eoncentIation. Nitrogen dioxide 
from the burning of fossil fuels. It -

could be formed either by the combustion of fuel or when nitrogen in Jhe air reacts \,;(h oxygen 

at high tempcrature.'Nitrogcn dioxide can react with the atmosphere to form ozone, acid rain and 

particles. 

\ 

2.4.3.1 HE~LTH EFFECTS: Atmospheric nitrogen dioxide results in acid rain which cal, harm 

plants, animals and other materials. Exposure to nitrogen dioxide results to respiratory infections. 

2.4.4 PARTICULATE MATTER: This is either a svlid or liquid matter that is suspended in 

the air. To remain in the air, particles usually must be less than O.lmm wide and can be as smal1 

as O.OOOOSmn. The major sou:'ces of particulate matter are. fuel burned in an automobile and 

power plants, road dust, sea spnlY; etc. 

2.4.4.1 HEALTH EFFECTS: Particulate matter could result to respiratory problems and eye 

irritation. 

2.4.5 SULI)HUR DIOXIDE (S02): Sulphur dir)'(ide is a colourless and eOlTosive gas that 

cannot be seen or smelted at low levels but can have a 'rotten egg' smell at high levels. Sulphur 

dioxide is sourced from the cOIPbustion of coal or oil plant. It could also 0e gotten from I'aelories 
, 

that make chemicals, papt:r or fuel. It can react in the atmosphere to form acid rain. 

2.4.5.1 HEALTH EFFECTS: Sulphur dioxide irritates eyes and respir(lLory systel1l, reduces 

pulmonary functions and aggravates respiratory diseases. Sulphur dioxides can hann trees and 

crops as well as damaging buildings. 

2.4.6 LEAD (Pb): This is a blue-gray metal that is very toxic and is f()Und in a number of 

forms and locations. Lead paint is an important source of iead, especially in houses where lead 

paint is peeling. Lead in old pipes can be a source of lead in drinking water. Lead can also be 

found in cars where leaded gasoline or fuels are used. 

2.4.6.1 HEALTH EFFECTS: Hean attacks or stroke could result from exposure to lead in 

adults. Lead could lead to low il~tel1igent ,!uoticnts (IQs) in children, Ingestion of lead has been 

11 
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Ill
", n such as gastro-intcstinal disorder. nausea. 

linked to several physiological disorders in u 

circulatory collapse, blindness, anemia, etc. 

2.4.7 
GREENIIOUSE'GASES: These are gases that stay in the air for a longtime and warm 

lip the planet by trapping sunlight. This is called the 'greenhouse e!fect' because the gases act 

I S f t'\ . 0 tal1t greenhouse pases arc carbon dioxide like the gases in.a green louse. ome 0 Ie Imp r, to 

(C02), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide. 

Carbon dioxide is the most important greenhouse gas. It is produced from the burning of 

fossil fuels in cars, power plants, houses and industries. Plants convelt carbon dioxide back to 

oxygen, but its release fro111 hum,m activities is higher than the,worJd's plant can process. Thus, 

the amount of carbon dioxide in air continues to increase. This build up acts like a blanket and , 

traps heat close to the surface ,)fthe carth. 

2.4.7.1 HEALTH EFFECTS: It leads to changes in climate, high temperature, hi511 sea levcJs, 

changes in forest composition and damage to land. 

2.4.8 STRATOSPHERIC OZONE depletes: These are chemicals that can destroy the ozone 

in the stratosphere. The chen,icals include chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), halons, etc. C;;Cs arc 

used in air conditioners and refrigerators since they work well as coolants. They could be found 

in aerosol cans and fire extinguishers. Other stratospheric ozone depletes are used as solvents in 

industries. 

2.4.8.1 ilEAL TH EFFECTS: If the ozone layer is destroyed, peol)1c are exposed to morc 

ultraviolet radiation from the sun. This can lead to skin cancer and eye problems. High 

ultraviolet radiation can also harm plants and animals. 

2.5 CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION 

Some air pollution controlling meamres include; 

1. Sensitization and educJting the people about the causes and da,.gers of pollution. 

2. Machineries and vehieies should be improved so that mcire efficient fuel combustion 

occurs. 



,/ 
3. Strict laws should be pIssed and enforced to make factories ' .. 'ld users of motor \'Chic1cs 

kccp 
aIr pollution down by uSll1g anti-pollution devices and taking anti-pollution 

mcasurcs. 

2 6 \ 'EJHICULAR EMISSION CONTROL . ) 

This falls into two basic categories; Tailpipe emission control and Evaporative emission control. 

2.6.1 Tailpipe emission: this is the product of burning fuel in the vehicle's eng:ne, emitted 

fr0111 the vehicles exhaust system such as hydrocarbon (HC), NOx• CO, C02, and particulates . 

• 
Tailpipe emission control can be categorized into four parts; Increasing' engine cfficicncy, 

increasing vel1icle efflcie\lcy, incrc;}sing driving efficiency, and cleaning up the emission. 

2.6.1.1 Catalytic converters: this is a device placed in the exhaust pipe which converts various 

emissions into less harl1lful ones using generally, a combination of piatinum, palladium and 

rhodium as catalyst. Catalytic converters have been steadily improved ,wer thc years. They make 

for a significant and easily appli~d method for reducing tailpipe emissions. 

2.6.2 EV(lporative emissions: thcse emissions arc produces from the evaporation of fuel in the 

following ways: gas ta11k venting, ruining losses and refueling losses. Efforts at the reduc!iol1 of 
',I 

cvaporative emission indude the following: 
1 

2.6.2.1 CAPTURING VENTED VAPOURS 

Within the vehicle, vapours from the tank are channeled through canister containing activated 

.carbon instead of being vented to the atmosphere. The vapours are absorbed within the canister, 

which feeels into the inlet }l1anifold of the engine. When the vehicle iii running, the vapour 

absorbed from the carbon are drawn into the engine und burned. 

2.6.2.2 REDUCING REFUELING LOSSES 

All modem vehicles have tank filler necks that instead of just being a tube into the tank, as in 

easier vehicles, now have a small-diameter hinged and spring loaded door only large enough for 

the tip of the filler nozzle. Thi~ prevents vapour leakage when the filler cap is removed, and also 

13 
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1 d . lIt 1 Cue\. This ll1udificatiull 

prevent as catalytic con~erter-fitteJ vehicle heing rcfue e WIt 1 eae ec 

" . . t t suc\" t" e vapour hack into the 
also applies to the filling station pumps. rhey are now eqUlppec 0 \... , 

pumps as they are displaced by fue\. 

2.7 THE NEED TO CONTROL POLLUTION 

The control of air pollution is needed due tv its; 

t. Potential danger to hUll,an, animal and plant lives. 

2. Economic losses due to irreversible loss of large quantity of useful products-organic 

solvents metals a\ld their oxides, acidic oxides such as S02, CO, Clz, P20s etc. 
, 1 

3. Loss due to corrosion mainly from acidic oxide in air. 

2.8 MATIIEMATICAL MODELS AND MODELING 

This is the use of simpli lied mathematical representation of real world system, process or 
, 

theory. Mathematical models are developed in order to enhance our ability to understand, predict 

and possibly control the behavior of the system being modeled.rvlathematical models arc 

symbolic and help to express id:!als and problems clearly. 

Mathematical 1110'dcling C8n be defined as a phenomenon by mathematical equations 

(called models) and extracting from the useful information which can be: used for prediction or 

process analysis. Mathematical models may be dynamic (changing with time) or static, and they 

. may involve random process. 

Consider the problem of human inhalation of pollutant gas (i.e exhaus( gas from 

vehicular emission) <lnd its consequent impact on health. If mathematical and statistical 

techniques are used to determine the magnitude of the concentration, the duration of inhalation 

(time) and the frequent of expcsure, then, this description is the simultaneous occurrence of two 

events, the presence of people and pollutant concentration (x, t) at point x and time t, (Ryan) 

Exposure = f [P(x, t), C(x, t)] whci'e P(x, t) is the number of people at point x and time t of 

inhaling the exhaust gas, e.g carbon monoxide at the concentration, C(x, t). The magnitude 

C(x, t) of the concentration as function of the path of the subject characterized by his or her 

14 
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't' "" t '111 tl'me "t" for the duration of time interval in which exposure takes place, There 

POSI Ion x a , 

arc many other situations like this where the usc of mathematics provide valuable infcrmatiCJll 

, I b I ' f systel11 at 111llCll 10"vel' cost than the <iltcrnativc tria! and error 
concern1l1g t 1e e HlVlor 0 a . v 

approach. 

Generally, in air pollution modeling, many exp:riinen~al data have been generated anel 
. 

analyzed theoretically before now but the use of mathemahcal and statistical techniques to 

evaluate and correct these data gives rise to mathematical modeling of air quality, Therefore, the 

usc of light model of air poll~\tion not only predict the pollutant concentration at the initial stage 

and the dispersion, but the minimum permissible limit willi whicn the pollutant wtll be 

considered harm less to human health and as well as short term and long term effect for long 

exposure, From examination and interpretation of the result using these mathematical models, for 

a particular pollutant c.g carbon monoxide vehicle exhaust gas, we say that the research has built 

a model of carbon monoxide from vehicular emission not a physical model but a mathematical 

model. 

Mathematical models represent pollutants behavior in the atmosphere: These are 
I 

techniques to estimate concentration of pollutants in ambient air with respect to time and space 

[or a given sct of meteorological and emission conditions. Mathematical model lIseu in (1\]' 

quality may be either source models (dispersion model) or receptor model type. 

tr _________ Mathemlcal models 

Dispersion model Receptor models 

-Box models Chemical mass balance/ 

-Rollback models chemical element balance 

-Gaussian Plume models models. Multivariate Analysis 

Chemical Receptor Model 

Fig 2.1 Mathematical models used in a quality modeling. 
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2.8.1 DISPERSION MODELS 

The dispersion model states that the contribution of SO\.ii·CC te· a "eceptor is the 1:
1 ,ll;~Lct or 

.' . l' \. .' r ctOI' (Henry 1984). Disl)ersion can bc classilied into g,_'t)Jllctric ellllSSlon rate am .1 ( Ispel slon 1a. , 

form of the emission, given rise to expressioll for point, line and area source. Based upon 

emission conditions, these are subdivided into instantaneous (Puff) model and continuolls 

(Plumelmodel). Some of the Jisp';rsion l>1odels are describe as [o11O\vs: 

1 . . 

2.8.1.1 Box Models: These al'e the simplest [onn of dispersion and are useful for prcllI1lmary 

and rough order calculation for area sources. In these models, disp.:::rsion is neglected and area 

source is assumed to be enclosed in a box and pollutants arc considered to be instantaneously allll 
'f 

homogenously mixed within the box. 

2.8.1.2 Rollback Models: The basic assumption of these models is that aIr quality is 

proportional to emission [r0111 all sources. They are bascd i.lpnn proportional scaling method, that 

is, all emission sources are curtailed method by same level. They are useful for global scale 

problem. 

2.8.1.3 Gaussian Plume Modeh.: In theses models, the dispersion is considered inversely 

proportional to the wind velocity. i.e concentration of pollutant, C a I Iv where v is tile wind 

velocity. The basic assumption followed i" that diffusion can represented by Gaussian fU!lctitJl1. 

The conventional dispersinn model have been wel1 studied and widely used. However, 

one of the major draw back of these models is ttat they need accurate emission inventories for 

various sources as input which are difficult to measure and involve significant errors. They me 

110t useful [or aerosols. 

2.8.1.4 Receptor Model: Receptor model is in contrast to dispersi~n model, starts wi!h observed 

ambient air-borne particle conccntration at a receptor and seek to ;Ipportioll the observed 

concentration among several .'~ources type based on the knowledge of the composition of the 

"c('eptor mJterial. ~eceptor nodding methods have become feasible due to advancement ill 

sampling and analytical techniques (Gordon, 1980). 
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2.9 STEPS IN USING MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

The major steps ill modding, and u:;;ing mathcmaticalmodc1s ar'-.:: , 

• Observing rcal world phenomena. 

• Recognizing the problem. 
~ 

• Familiarization with system to bc modeled. 

• Construction of the mo(~e1. 

I 

• Assumption and constraints. 

• Solution tcchnique (simulat:on). 

• Inicrpretation analysis. 

• Validation of the model. 

• Implcmentation. 

• Monitoring of the system modcl. 

2.1 0 SIMULATION 

I 

This is the representation of a process by mathematical model, generally in the form 0 r ~l 

computer program. This is an acceptable tool for understanding chemical !1rocess. Simulation in 

general is to pretend that one deals with real thing while really working with an initiator. In 

operation research, the imitation is ccmputel knowledge of the simulated reality. 

Simulation, however, may be perf 01111 cd manually, most often, the system model IS 

written either as computer program 01' a kind of input simulator software. 

2.11 ROE-RIEMANN SOLVER 

The Roe-Riemann solver provides a very nice scheme for calculating solution of time 

dependent problems in one dimension. But once a dimensional Riemann solver is constrJcted for 

a particular system of equation, it is easy to extend it to multiple dimensions. The simplest 

multidimensional Riemann solver treats each other of the directions dimensionally as if it were a 

set of one dimensional problem. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL 

z 

/}.z 

, 

1 , , , , , 
'. , , 

- - - - - - - - -- -- - - -, 

~I 

x 

Fig 3.1 Region of volume /}.x, /}.y, ['}.z fixed in space through which a fluid is flowing. 

For a small volume element /}.x, /}.y,0.z, fixed in space as shown in figure 3.1, a material balance 

b~sed on continuity equation can be developed. Th~ mathematical model for the prediction of 

carbon monoxide due to vehicular emission is based on this continuity equation. 

3.1 THE MATERIAL BALANCE 

From fig 3.1, the material balance can be written as: 

(Rate of mass input) - (Rate of mass output) + (Net rate of a,n;ount of mass introduced by the 
~ 

so u rcc s trcn gth) = (Rate d f accumulation) --------------------------------------------------------------3.1 
I 

The mass flow rate of pollutants into the three (3) phases with a common corner at A is 

M (N x) /}. Y /}. z + M (N y ) /}.x/}.z + M (N z) /}.x/}. y -------------------------------------------------------------3.2 

The equation 3.2 above can be written as 

M[ (N x)/}.y 6z + (Ny )6x/}.z + (N z)6xl\y ----------------------- ------------------------------------------3.3 

Where: 
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Nx is the flux in x-direction (molln?s) 

(Nx)X is the value at locatior x and, 

M is the molecular weight of the pollutant CO (g/mo1) 

In a similar manner, the l11aS5 rate of flow out of the three (3) phases with a common corner B is: 

M[
·(N) . Ay AZ· I. (N ) AX A Z + (N). . /),X/), Y] _______________ .. ______________________________ 3.4 

x x I AxL\ L\ ~., Y Y +AyD 0 ~ z Z t t;z 

The total pollutant in the clement is /)'x, /),y, /),Z p; its rate cf acculllulation is therefore 

/), x/)' Y 6.z 0:; --------------------.. -----------------------------------------------------------------------.. ------J. 5 

Where; 

p is the dens,ity (jf carbon monoxide in (g/m3) 

Now, the net rate of amOlplt Ofl11clSS introduced by source strength is 6.x 6.y 6.zq ---------------3.6 

Where; 

q is the source strength in (glm3s) 

Substituting equation 3.3 throagh equation 3.6 into equation 3.1, we have, 

/)'x6. y] + /),x/), y /),zq = 6.x/), y /),z 0;: -------------------.. ---------------------------.. ---------~---------------3. 7 

By multiplying through equation 3.7 by (-1) gives: 

op 
6.x /), Y - /)'x/)' Y 6.zq = -/),x6. y /),z '"it ------------------------------------------------------------------------3,8 

= - 6.x/), y /),zq ~~ ------------.. ---- ----.. -------------... ----------------------------.. -------------------.. --.. -.. -··3.9 

= 6.x /), y /), zq _______________ ..J ______ ------.---------...:---------•• ---------------.. ---.'-" ---•• -----------------------3, t 0 
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/ Dividing equation 3.10 through hy b.x. 6y. /:"Z and tal~ing lil;1it as the three distances I~ecolll'': 

/ero gIves; 

M [<'iNX + ~NY + ilNzl + 8p =:"_ q __ ._ ...... _____ .... ____ ._ .. ________ . _____________ " ____ . ______ ~ ___ -------------··3. t t 
,lX b'y <'iz J 8L 

In another form, equation 3.1"1 can be wrilten as; 

! c'i(MNx) + 8(MNy) + 8(MNz) + ~.~. = q __________ .. ______________________________ .. ___________ --------------3.12 
<'ix 8y 8z. 8t 

Note that the ilux (Nx) for the pollutant, CO is made of two pat Is namely; the one resubng from 

the bulk of the fluid poIlutant, CO motion and the one resulting from diffusion of CO. This 

implies that flux N = bulk motion of CO -+ diffusion motion o[CO. 

Til ere fo re N = J( -\- J ------- -----------------.:.-------------------------------.. --.. -------------------------3.13 , . 

where K = bulk motion ~f CO 

J =-.= diffusion motion 0 f CO 

1 f the pollutant is in the same dire~tion and that of the wind, eqqation 3.13 in temlS of masses 

and in the x-direction is; 

M N x = U x P nl -+ V x P -+ M J x -----------------------------------------------------------------------------3.14 a 

while if the pollut(lnt is in the opposite direction to the ..... .rind, i.e taking the direction of the wind 

as positive x-direction and ~he pollutant negative x-direction, in te;rllS of masses and in the x-

direction, equation 3.13 gives., 

MN x = U xpnl - V xp +- M J x ----------------------.--------------------------------------------------------3.14 b 

where, 

rm is the density of the mixtare of air and the pollutant as the pollutant mixed with the air thus 
1 

changing the density of air (g/m3) 

r is the density of the pollutant which is constant (g/m3) , 

Ux is the velocity of wind in x-dirl.:~ction (111/s) 
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J 
Vx is the velocity of pollutant in x-direction (111/S) 

Now, since pm is the density or the mixture of air and the pollutant mixed with the air, thus 

changing the density 0: air. It can be represented through the following general relationship: 

PV = nRT 

PV =!!!: RT 
/1-/ 

PM = rRT 

) __ PM 9 

J -- lIT ----------------------.------.. -----.----------------------------------------.:..-----------.. ---------------3.15 

, By 

= !:1.Eir l'air MPeo rn1 RT + ~ ----------.. -----.. ---------------------------------------------- .------------- ·------3.16 

or 

1 [ 
liT Mail Pair + MPco] 

Where; 

Mail" l'air = Mail"(PT -Pea) 
liT liT is the density of air (g/ro3

) 

Ml'eo . . fiT IS the dellslty of carbon monoxide (g/m3) 

Pair = PT - Peo, Patiial pressure of air (ahn) 

PI = Total pi:essure of mixture of air and CO (atm) 

Peo = Pressure of carbon monoxide (atm) 

M = molecular weight o(CO (g/1110l) 

• 
Mail = molecular weight of air (g/rnol) 
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R = gas constant (atll1.cm
3
IInC'l.k) 

T = Temperature of which a sample of dry air would have density as the mixture (k) 

.ixCC diffusi'Jl1 flllx (i.e by using partial diff'crentialmethod). 

J x = -6~ __________________________________________________________________________________________________ , __ 3.17 

Differentiating equation 3.14a gives; 

~MNX =-= pm 8Ux + U
x 

8fl11l + P 8V~ + V x 8p + M 8Jx __________________________ . _________________________ 3.18 
8x 8x 8x 8): ox ox 

Since M.;;X has been obt'-~ined ill the equation 3.18, then equation 3.12 ocan be written in three (3) 

dimensional forms as: 

M [0:: + 0:; + 0::] + ~~;n = q ______ . _________________________________________________ --------------------3.19 

Also [rom equation 3.14a differcnti"tion becomes; 

M /iN~ = oUx Ux /ipm + oVx Vx op + M oJx 
8x pm 8x + ox p 8,; + ox ox 

Since 
' . 

.Ix = -6 ~: from equ. 3.17, substiLuting in the above equation, we have, 

M 
8Nx __ DUx U opm oVx + op 02c 

pm -- + x - + p -- V X "x - M D "x2 ---------------------------------------------3.20 
ox {ix ox ox u u 

Substituting equation 3.17 into 3.19, we have, 

[
OUX oUy OUZ] [" opm " "] [r r ] pm -+-+- + Ux-'-+ U upm+ Uzupm + p uVx + uVy +ovz + [Vx op + 
ox oy OZ ,5x Y oy oz ox oy oz ox 

/y op + VZ OP] _ MD [Ode + 02~ + ~~.::.] + opm:= q ------------------------------------------------3.21 
oy OZ ox2 oy2 022 ot 

Applying the equation of continuity, 
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8lJx + oUy + iSUz and 8Vx + O~y + ~,:z tends to zero, then equation 3.21 becomes 
Sx by 8z 8x I 8y (lZ 

q ___________________________ , _____ . _______________________________________________________________ -----3 . 2 2 

Dividing density by molecular weight i.e p / M (mol/dm3
) results to concentration, the equation 

3.22 becomes: 

. U 8pm 1 ux X8pm U 8e I.e x-+- =? - -- =? x--
8x M 8x M 8x 

Rearranging equation 3.23 gives,: 

U X 8e + [1 8c + Uz 8e + Vx lie. -1_ Vy 8e + Vz 8e _I- oc __ Ll [OZC 8
Ze 8

Ze] 
8 
y. - + - + - + q ----------3.24 

x 8y 8z ti, 8y 8z ot ! 8xZ 8yZ 8zZ 

TluIS, 

8e [u 8c 8e re' [r r r ] [r2 rZ r2 _ = _ x - + u - + UZ ~J - V uC V ~ + uC u G· u:: u C] 8t iix Yry . r z x rx + Yry Vz-;- + Ll -z+-+- + q----1.25 
u v. u u uZ 8x 8yZ 8z 2 

The variables Ux, Uy, Uz, V:(, V)', Vz, and c can each be described as the sum of the mean and a 

turbulent composition a::, iollows; 

Uy = VI'+- U~ 

Uz=Vz+U; 

c c= C + C' 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.26 
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Where: 

U, and /-:, arc the instantaneolls mcasurement of the cast and west component velocities, [], and 

V:' arc the deviation of U and V from the mcan. x 

Substituting 3.26 into 3.25 and a~:suming an ipcompressible, non divergent atmosphcre 

(reasonable assumption for the 11WSt scales of motion affecting vehicles emission produced). 

Oc __ [ouxC + MJyc + oUZC] _ [~xC -+ 5vyi: + OVZC] _ [OU~C' -+ 8U~C' + 5'i!!;C'] + [OV;C' + 
<'it - ox {iy 07. . ox oy 07. o~ ~y ()7. ox 

6\1y C o\1zC A 0 C + A -C + A:.' _ + (1----------.--------------------------------'--------· ----3.27 " , '] Z 0 2 02C ~ -- + -'-- + LJX - LJY-z LJ. OZ2 
6y 82 ox Z oy 

The term on the left hand side describe the change of concentration with time. The first 

two terms in lhe bracket 011 the right hand side describes the change due to mean motioll 

(trallsport), the second two terms in the brackets describe the changc3 due to turbulellt 

(dispersion) and the third term wit the derivative of concentration square describes the molecular 

diffusion. 

The Reynold's number of molecular diffusion is small compared to that of turbulent 

diffusion thus, we can ignore the molecular diiTusion tem1 in equation 3.27 above to zero. i.e 

~2C 02e 02C 
Llx - + Lly £y2 + Llz - = 0 --------------------------------------------------------------------------3.28 ox 2 U 07. 2 . 

The turbulence fluxes (V,x' C', V; C', V; C') defined as the mass of pollutant deposition per unit area 

per unit time due to turbulence arc difficult to measure directly, then 

6\1;C' oV;c' o\1;'c' . 
-~ + ~ + ~ = 0 --.. ----------------.---:-------------------------------------.!.--·--------------------3.29 

It is common therefore to assume tbat turbulence is proportional to the gradient of the mean 

concentration. 
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, ' (0C) U C = '-' J(y --

l ~ ..._-=------ _____________________________________ . __________________ ----3.30 

y ox ( 

~ 
Where K2 is proportionality constant called the eddy diffusion. 

Equation 3.27 becomes; 

Oc 

8t [
UXO(; UyoC + UNiC] [VXo~ + VyoC + VZOC] + £ fKX 8C] + £ [Ky 8C] -- + -- --r - . ox oy oz ox _ ox oy oy ox ny uz 

+ ~ [J( Z 0 (] + q _________________________________________ . ___________________________ .. ·-----------------·----3.31 
07. ~ 07. 

Fllrthcr assuming that the eclliy d\f[~\sivity values K.x, Ky, and K2 arc invariant akllg their 

respeclive axis, an assllmption often made to simplify the calculation, but not necessarily 

physically realistic, this expression can be simplified to the parabola fo~m as: 

,)c 

8t 

3.2 

02{ J( 02{ + J(z 02{ _ [!!XOC + UyoC + UZOC] _ [VXOC + Vyoi.' + VzoE] + q -----3.32 
J(x ox? + Y oy2 . OZ2 ox oy oz ox /iy OZ 

CONSIDERING A CONTINUOUS SOURCE STRENGTH 

For a continuo liS source strength of pollutant, the emission of the pollutant source 

strength (q) rerhains constant. This means that the source strength (q) of pollutant e.g carbon 

monoxide from car exhaust gas to the atmosphere is considered not increasing with time. The 

source strength versus time graph is shown in figure 3.2 below; 

Source 

strength 

------_._--------------

.. Time 
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Figure 3.2 illustration of continuous source strength. Therefore, equation 3.32 remain 

unchanged, that is; 

d - o2e 8-'c lUX8C [i},IOC UZOC] [VX8C + PyliC + VZOC] + q -----3.3.2 
(J C K +Vz--- --+--+-- - --

/{x ox 2 -J.- Y oy2 ' , Oz2 ox /iy r5z 8x ,)y r5z 

3.3 PULSE INPUT (POLLUTANT RELEASED INTERMITTENTLY) 

This is a situation where the pollutant is released in disorderly manner at eli ffcrent 

intervals oftimc and still the sO{lrce strength (q) ofthe pollutant is maintained constant. 

Where q is equal to equation 3.3.2 

3.4 PULSE INPUT POLLUTANT RELEASED ONCE 

This is a solution _whcreby the velocity of the pollutant is zero (i.e Vn=O) thus our model 

-e::Juation becomes; 

8c 

r5t 

3.5 

r5 2c 82e 8Ze [UX8C Uy8C UZ8cl 
/{x 8x

2 
- Ky 8yZ - Kz 8z1 - 8x + 8"Y + Sz_ + q --------------------------------------3.3.4 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

There are various approximate methods of numerical solution available for solving model 

equation. The major ones among the numerical solution methods are Crank Nicholson method, 

expJicit finite difference scheme, implicit finite difference scheme, finite volume scheme, c.t.c. 

I 

In this project, Roe-RiemalID solver is used. This method takes its basis from finite 

volume scheme. 
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3.5.1 NlJMF:RICAL SIMULATION 

Recall equation 3.3.3 

The cliscertisation or our system of equation can be written in vector fCll"lll which will be shown 

ill section 3.5.2. Assumillg fluxing in x-direction, equation 3.3.3 hecomes 

OC + UxoC + Vx8C __ kx oZe = q ________________________________________________________ . ____________________ 3.5.1 

& ox ox 8xZ. f 

3.5.2 ROF:-RIEMANN APPI.ICA'flON TO EQUATION 

The numerical approximation to equation 3.3.3 begins by dividing spa~e into cell wilb cdges at 

Xi + liz and unifonn' width tn, although this restriction can be relaxed. lntegl:ation C(x,t) over a 

spatial cell and dividing by f..x, we get space average data in cell (1) and time (t). 

The general Roe .... Riell1ann equation in one dimension (i.e along x-direction) is S~lf)WI1 

below; 

8U + oAU = ot ox ,)(11) -----------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------3.5.2 

WI . U· -) -- 1 fX+ liz ( lele 1 (t -- - 1/ u x, tll5x -------------------------------------------.-----------------------353 
Llx x- 2 ' • • • 

llltegrating over c(,l~ (1) gives; 

l!Ui _ i\Ui-l/Z -i\lIi-l/Z _ . 
8t 1- L1x - S, .--------------------------------------------------------··------.:.----------------3.5.4 

Where 

Ui(t) is a vector of the spatial averages at time (t) 

s (u) is source vector 

i\U i - 1/ 2 is the flux of each of the moment in the x-direction 

AU is flux (rate of flow of state (u) across an interface). 
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Ui is cell state 

lli+J/2 is inlcrccll slate. 

l J (;-,:,\) is vector stale or variable. 

Given AU is flux ofU 

i. e A tJ = I;' ________________________ . _______ . __________________ .. _________________________ -.. -------------------3.5.6 

oAU of _____________________________________________ 3.5.7 
- + - -----------------------------_ .. _----------------------
W oU 

A == liF _______________________________ .. __________________________________________________ •. ___________ •· ______ 3.5.8 

{iU 

A = /) Fx ___________________________ .. ______________________________________________________________________ 3.5.9 
x Wet) 

Siniilarly equJ1.ion 3.5.7 becomes: 

{i (A U)x = 8Fx ____________________________________________________________ J. _________________________________ 3.5.1 0 
{ill 8U 

Now, recall the model equation, equation 3.3.3 

OC = __ [fJxoC + fJyoC -I- fJZOC] _ [ilX8C + ily8C + ilZ8C] + Kx o2e + Ky 82~ + [(z 82~ + q -------3.3.3 
at . 8x 8y 8z 0;, 8y 8z ox2 8y 8z 

Note, the equation 3.3.3 above is in 3-dimensional [onn. By rearranging we have; 

Oc + ~ lUxe + VxC - i.(KxC)] +.~ [UyC + VyC _!... (KyC)] + 
<'it ox <'it'- oy oy 

{; .'8 -
-:- [UzC + v;::;C - - (KzC)] = q -------------------------------------------------------------------------3.5.1 1 
8z oz 

Relating equation 3.5.10 to 3.5.11, then equation 3.5.11 in another [01111 can be written as 

U t + Fx -/-Fy + Fz = S -----------------------------------------------------------------.. -----------------3.5.12 

Where 

U = (~) ------------------------- .-------------------------------:--..:----:---------------------------3.5.13 
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Fx 
= (UxC + V~C - 8/ 6x KXC) ______________________________________ ~--.---------------------3.5.14 

= (UYC + V~C - 8/ 8y I,ZyC) _____________________ .. ________________________________ ---------J.S.lS 

Fz (
UzC + VzC I 8/ . KZC) ____________________________ ' _________________________ ----------J.S.l () 

-'c ~ 0 - 8z .. -. 

s =GD 
The Jacobian matrix A ill cquation 3.5.9 in 3-dimcl1sional form can bc :omputed as; 

Ax 

Ay 

Az 

ofx 

<'it 

DFy 
!5t 

(U x ~. V X) __________________________________________________ . _______________________ 3.5.1 7 

(U Y ~ VYj __ . _________________ . ________________________________ .-------------------3.5. 18 

== oFz ,.= (U Z + V Z) __ .. ___ . __ . __________ . ________ .. ___ . ________________________ .___________________ ~ .S.1.9 
!5t 0 

From cquation 3.5.17, 3.5.18 and 3.5.19, the eigen values in 3-dimensiol1 as well are: 

I'vX = Ux + Vx 

" 

A:v = Uy + Vy 

IcZ =-c Uz+Vz 

We have determined an approximate value which must satisfy the flux (!=<). 

F '.CO AU = 1: (Xx ex X x ----------------------------------,----------------------------------------------3.5.21 

Where en is the eigetl vector 

Note, 

l1C = ii (i.e change in concentration) ------------------------------------------------------3.5.22 

f'.. C. V . = ii Ie ------,..--------.. ---.. ----------------------------------------------------------------3.5.23 

Th en, F = I f'.. CAx e x ---------------..1----.. -----------------------:---------------------------------------3 .5.:2 4 
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Since in equation 3.18, the only axis considered in the so· ;1 is the x-a>..is, therefore, the usc or 

sllmmation will not affcct any changcs ill flux. 

/1.1'- -" !1 CA
x 

ex -----1-------- __ .-- __ ~---- .. ---.. ---... ---.. ----------.. -.. -------;:----... --. --......... ---.. ------.. -3.5.25 

/l.F = !1CA
x 

i.c ex = 1 for unit vectol ______________________________________________________ --3.5.26 

For a unidirectional systcm, the flux at the cell interrace is given by, 

A U· = 1/2 [A U + A U· lJ -- liz \' ii X e' --------------------------------------:---------------3.527 \: [+1/2 I; x 1 x 1 + I; f...J x x x . . 

Thc Jlux PI ± ~:, in one dimcnsion can be computed as: 

h±//2 =o. V2 [FI + 1 + f'1] - Vz L iinXcn -------------------------------------------------------------------3.5.28 

, 
Using i. j. k for the direction of x, y. z respectively, the flux at the cell interface 111 thrce 

dimcnsional [onl1S can be written respectively as: 

Substituting equation 3.5.25 into the first equation of3.5.29 gives 

FI + v.. = VZ[Fi + I + F
i
] - Yz A FI -/_ \" _l.. _____________________________________________________ ---------------3.5.30 

Where A FI j 1'" change in flux between the grid point i and i + Vz is computed by 

IlF 
f>.. F i + v.. =""2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.5.31 

Rewriting equation 3.5.4 in the form of 

aU 
ot 

[Fi+l/Z + Fi-l/Z] 
/'J.x -+- S I -------.. -------.. ------~------------------------------------------------------3.5.32 

i.e AUI.Ic v.. = Fi± 1', 
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Within the 1inite volume scheme, the simplcst way to incorporate source term (i.e source 

strength) into numericalli1cthoJ is to add on a point wise approximatc of each cell. The resulting 
; 

Riemann scheme is corporat.~ wi,h the source term can be written in three dimensions in the CCJr111 

or equation 3.5.)3 below; 

n _ JrL Lit (F " l' ) LIt (F F ) Ui +1,j,k -l ijk -- Llx i+1/2,j,k- "'i-ll2,j,k ~. Lly \j+i/2,k- ij+112.k 

- ~: (FiJ,kf 112 - Fip -Ji2) + 6tql~1 ------------------.... --------------------.. ----------------------------3.5.33 

For a unidirectional systeJ:1, (i.e one dimension axis), the abow discretised model solving 

eqlliltion reduces to the form of 

---:-------------

Ull -- Ull Lit (F + i-lt - i-- Llx i+l/Z Fi - 1/ Z) + 6~q;~1 
____________________________________________________ 3.5.34 

Equation 3.5.34 is the general model solving equation known as Roc-Riemann solver equation. 

Rewriting equation 3.5.24 in terms of concentration we have' , , 

en en Lit . 
i+i = i'- Llx (F i +1/ Z '+ Fi~i/Z) + 6tqi+1 ----------------------------------------------··-----3.5.35 

Equation 3.5.35 is the general developed model Roe-Riemann solver equation for determining 

the concentration of carbon monoxide, CO emitted from motor vehicles. 

3.5.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

1. C (Xo, Yo, Zo, t) > ° 
For t :::: 0, Xo = 0, Yo = 0, Zo = ° 
or C (i, j, k) for t 2': 0, 1= 0" j = 0, k = ° 

2. q(i,j,k»O 
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for an i :::: 0, j :::: O,'k :::: t), t ?--: 0 

3.5.4 SIMULATION OF TilE MODl~L 

The above developed model was simulated manually and by visual basic progr'lIll. Tk 

manual simulation and the code for the program were presented as appendix A a1Jd B 

respectively. 

n -
0-' 

I 
~ 

9 -
, 

8 -

7 ---1-t--_. -- --- .--~ 

G 

--- --I--._-f--- -- --I-- .. ---------

I 
5 

4 --:;-t-.- 1--

--I-.-f--1---r-rl--' 

-1i-
,--_L- -- ------

--
i-I i,.i i+l m 

o '1 2 3 4 J::. I') '7 i { Ib I 

3 

2 

Fig 3.5.1 Rectangular net mesh x, y for finite difference derivative. 

J, J 

n 

i+l 

en 
i+l,j 

F· . t,} 

= equal cell location in grid 

=-~ time level 

= nest grid point 

= concentration at the nodf: i, j, 
• 

= con.centration at the node i+ 1, j. 

= flux in the cell grid node i, j. 
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F = nux in the cell grid node i+ 1,.i., • i+l,j -

I, = nux in the cell ,gric node i-I, j. 
'i--1,j -

I, -, nux in the cell grid node i, jl : . • i,j+ 1 -

T' = nux in the cell grid node i, .i-I. , i,j-l 

3.5.5 ASSUMPTION MADE AND SOURCE OF DATA lJSED IN CALCULATION 

Assumptions 

1. A constant car speed is assumed 

2. Density of air is constant at 300 e 

3. E!1iL;,;ion of carbon monoxide is constant at constant car speed. 

4. Di rfilsiOIl cocfficient or carbon monoxide/air system is constant at atmospheric pressure 

and temperature. 

5. A unit-directional transp~)li of carbon l110lwxide 1in air is assumed. 

6. Velocity of air is constant at a given height in the atmosphere. 

7. Assuming the variation in concentration is determined over 10 equal spatial of both time 

and distance (i.e height) at i, j. 

, 3.5.6 DATA USED IN CALCULATION 

a) Vclocity of air (U); range of value uf velocity (0.5m/s - 2.51111[,) was considered so as to 

show the effect of change in wind velocity to concentration distribution. This is based on 

the assumption that we have calm and light velocity in the environment considered . 
. 

b) Density of air; a value of 1.16kg/m3 applies for condition of atmospheric temperature and 

pressure (1 atm 3o:'C). 

c) Velocity of carbon monoxide existing depends on the vehicle operating condition. Values 

range from 2.3111/s to 3.0m/s is considered in the conditions. The basis of the 

consideratioll of two stroke engine cars operating at a speed of 25km/hr, (6.94111/s) and 

temperature and pressure of 2300k and 1 OOOkpa to225.0kpa, the correlation was gi ven by 

Metghalachi and Keck 19(U. 
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d) Source strength (q); it could also be called the generation tel111. rt is obtained under the 

condition of constant car speed of 25km/hr and emission factor of 56.89k111. A range or 

O.00458g/m)s to 0.01 OJg/m\ applies for 2300k temperature for a pressure range of WOO 

2250KPa. The ,basis is the consideration of stroke engine operating at the conditioll 

stated earlier. 

e) Diffusion coefficient (K); for purpose up to about 10 atmosphere or even higher, the 

diffusion coefficient for a binary mixture of gases, A and B may be estimated II'om 

Fuller, Schettler and Girding relation. 

J\. value of K'd1 = 2.05 x 1O-5
111

2
/S applies for the carbon monoxide/air system. This is 

bascd on thc diffusion coerficicllt of carbon monoxide/air system is cOl1stant at 

atmospheric tempel ature alid pressure. 

3.5.7 NUMERICAL SIMULATION INPUT DATA 

From the assumptions stated in 3.5.5 and source of data used in the calculation (i.e the numerical 

simulation input data) are generated at equal intervals and tabulated as shown in table 3. j below. 

Velocity of air (U); Range of values of velocity (0.5m/s _. 2.5m/s). 

Velocity orcarbon monoxi(;c; Range of value of velocity (2.5m/s - 3.0:n/s) 

Source strength (q): Rang~ of values from 0400458g/1113
S to 0.0103g/1113s, which is 

0.0001641110I/m3s to 0.000368mol/111Js after dividing by the molecular weight of carbon 

monoxide, CO (28g/mol). 
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I) ' r~' rr:' t (K)I 's 2 ()5 x I (I-~nl/s fr0111 the Fuller Schettler and Girding relation. I IUSlon coc IIClcn ., _'el • , 

Height 

(m) 

--<--- -

Vel, ~,~-;ty- (~(AXI~--r- 'ieiocity o(CO-

U (111/s) 

._------- --_._---- -----

0.50 2.50 
------

2 0.7(' 2.55 
-------1----

3 0.90 2.(,0 

4 1.10 2.65 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

)G 

1.30 

1.50 

1.70 

1.90 

2. to 

• 2.30 

11 2.50 

-------------\---

2.70 

2.70 

2.75 
-------- f---

2.80 
------

285 ---l 2.90 
---------- -----

3.00 
---~---- -

-------------0----
---------- --

TABLE 3.1 Numerical simulation input data 

V (m/s) 
1 

-
.. 

-S-~~~~~~-St~~-l-gth--l 

q \1110111113s) 

0.000164 
---

O.ClOO] 86 

0.000208 

-1 0.1)00231 I 
I ------_._-

0.000253 

0.000275 

0.000297 

0.000320 

0.000342 

0.000364 
1-----

0.000368 
----

Source: From Literature hascc: Oil the correlation given by Metghalachi and Keck, 1982. 

The numerical simulations were can-ied out at ground level. The concentrations were detel111incd 

as fUl1ction of axial distance 10m for a simulation time o( 10seconds. The simulation results wcre 

prescnted in table 4.1 a and 4.1 b. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 RESULTS 

Table 4.1 (a) and (b) shows the re~u1ts of the numerical solution of the model. 

The manually generated numerical simulation results are presented in table 4.1 (a) while table 

4.1 (b) shows the numerical simulation results generated by computer programming. 

From the results ob~ained, various plot of concentration with velocities of air, pollutant 

speeds at different heights above HIe ground level/axial distance for input source strength wcre 

made. 

Table 4.1 (a): manually siIlllllatrd result 

Height above the 
groundl axial 

distance 

____ 0.!iL __ 

2 

Vclocit yof 
Air 

l' (m/ 

0.50 
0.70 

s) 

------
._-

---
5 1.3(, 
6 1.50 
----------

I 
Velocity of CO 

V (m/s) 

2.50 
2.55 .-
2.60 

1--

2.65 
-

2.70 
2.70 .-
2.75 ---
2.80 -
2.85 -
2.90 
3.00 
----------

~3-----~==-~-- ~:~~--

r~-=---==-~ I ~- ~ 
10--- - 2.30 -. 
1-1--- 2.50 -

Table 4.1 (b): programmed simulated result 

He: above the Vel ncityof 
Air ground/ axial 

distmce u (m/s) 
____ --'-(11--") ___ 1--_ -
1 0.50 
--------~~ 

2 0.70 
--

e-_3=---______ -1-0.90 
4 1.10 

-
5 1.30 

----------!---=- -

6 1.50 
7 r70 -' 

..? ________ -I_1.?.2_ .. 
9 2.10 
._-------1- ---

10 2.30 
--_._----1 

11 2.50 

Velocity of CO 
V (111/s) 

2.50 
2.55 
2.60 
2.65 
2.70 
2.70 
2.75 
2.80 

... 

2.85 
2.90 
3.00 
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Source Strength Concentration 
q (moIhn's) CO 

mollm' 

_. ---_. 

0.000164 0.98 --
0.000186 0.95 

- -

0.000208 0.94 
-. ------

0.000231 0.92 
--

0.000253 0.90 
---

0.000275 0.89 
- ------

0.000297 0.87 
0.000320 0.86 
0.000342 0.85 --
0.000364 0.84 
0.000368 0.82 

-

Source Strength Concentration of 
q (1110111113S) CO 

1110111113 

- --
0.000164 0.98 

-
0.000186 0.95 
0.000208 0.94 

-- -
0.000231 0.92 
0.000253 0.90 . -

0.000275 0.89 
0.000297 0.87 -- :------ -- -_.-
0.000320 0.86 .-- -~ ... --.---

0.000342 0.85 
0.000364 0.84 
0.000368 0.82 



4.2 DISCllSSION 

4.2.1 Effects of Air V clocH) 

Thc plots or conccntration against velocity of·air and axial distance/height above the ground 

. level arc shown ill figure 4.1 and 4.3 of appendix D. The concentration profiles for all the 

components exhibit exponential di~tribution. The exponential nature of the profile shows there is 

a considcralJle decrease (0.9811101/m3 - 0.82mol/m3
) in the concentration of pollutant cl~, it i~ 

being dispersed above the ground level, if only we consider the horizontal axis of figure 4.~ as 

the hcight above the ground level. As the height above the ground level increases (1 m -- 11 Ill), 

thc air velocity also increases (O.5m/s --. 2.5I1'l/s), thus ':leading to decrease (0.98moi/111
1 

-

O.82molim3) in pollutant concentration (Boubbel, Fox, Turner and Stern, 1994). 

This shows that thcrc is better pollution dispersion as air velocity incl"',~ases (0.5111/s .. 2.5111/S), 

thus diluting the pollutant. Also, from the figures, it was observed that at the same height above 

thc ground level, but at di ffercnt air velocities, tile pollutant concentration shows an ltlVCrSC 

relation with velocity. 

Considering figure 4.1 and 4.3, and taking the horizontal axis oftgun: 4.3 as the axial 

wind distance, as the air velocity increases (0.50m/s - 2.50m/s), th~' polIu,tant concentration 

decreases (0.98mollm3 
- 0.82mol/m3)along the axial wind distance as a result of better 

dispersion of the pollutant which leads to its diluticlJ1. Also, at the same axial wind distance. 

higher concentration of pollutant occUlTed at a low air velocity than at a higher velocity. It thus 

shows that the higher the air velocity, the 1110re the pollutant is being dispersed and the lower the 

poll:1tants conce:itration. 

4.2.2 Effcct.s of pollutant speed 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the effect of pollutant speed. The concentration profile for figure 4.2 

• 
is similar to figure 4.1 (i.e they both exhibit exponential distribution profile), this implies that as 

the pollutant speed increases (2.50m/s - 3.00m/s), there is a considerable decrease (O.98mol/m-' 

0.82I110l/nr~) in pollutant. concentratiON as the height above the ground level increases (J rn-

J 1111) as a result of dilution of pollutant as it rises up (Boubbel, Fox, Turner and Stern, 1994). 
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At the same height above th~ ground level but at different pollutant speed, the concentration i:~ 

inversely proportlol1~ll to the pollutant speed. Also, at the same speed I?ut at different height 

above the grollnd level, the pnllut:mt concentration decreased with height. 

, , 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

S.O CONCLUSIONS AND RI~COMl\1ENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The prediction of carbon monoxide concentration due to vehicular emiSSions as a 

function of some physical parameters such as velocity of air, velocity of pollutant, hcig~1t abo\ll'; 

the ground lcvcl/axial distance and source strength was satisfactory due to the mathc1l1atiCid 

model generatcd fi'~)11l Roe-Ricmann bascd on the continuity cquatioji. 

Thus; 

.:. Increasc in air vcloci! y (O.50m/s - 2.50111/S) decreases the concentration of pollutant 

(0.9811101/1113 
_. 0.82mol/m5) as the axial wind distance and height above the ground lcvel 

increases (1111 -- 11111) . 

• :. Incrcasc in poilutant speed (2.50111/S - 3.00m/s) decreases the concentration of pollutant 

(0.981110I/m3 
-- 0.82m01/mJ) as the axial wind distance and height above the ground lc\cl 

111creases. 

Lastly, the model equation for Ihe detennination of carbon monoxide ii'om vehicular emission is; 

[!I = en _~ (F. 1 - F 1) -t. AI qn 
1+1 1 Llx l+2 .i-2 Lh i+1 

Where 

Fi+!: = Yz [Fi+1 + Fd - Y2 !1Fi -I- Y2 
2 

Fi_!: = Previously calculated Fi+!: 
2 2 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. To reduce pollution problems caused by vehicular emission of carbon monoxide, high 

operating engine t,emperature and pressure should be avoided to prevent the generation of 

carbon monoxide caused by incomplete combustioh of unburned fuels which are emitted 
,": 

at great speed. 
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2. The most advanced air quality model should be compared against one another and against 

fIeld experimelltal observation results using a detailed and accurate set of inpul and 

veri flcation data. 

3. Furlher research is needed into the use of model that rc1ates indoor exposure to outdoor 

air quality. One qwt will show relationship between emission source and humall 

exposure. 

4. Simulation should be carried out using other computer programs like ChemCad to check 

their accuracies. 

5. Reliable mass transport system will greatly reduce the number ofvehieles 011 our roads at 

any given time and therefore emissions. 

(1. In Nigeria, the refineries should be fully evaluated with the aim of redesigning them 10 

produce entirely unleaded petrol in the very near future. 

7. Importation to supplement local production of petrol in Nigeria if necessary should be 

unleaded as far as possible:.. 

8. Communication systems particularly wm~ and wireless will greatly reduce travelling 

within and outside our places of abode and will reduce emission. 

9. Individuals cnn also m~:ke a difference in the effort to reduce pclbtion from cars by; 

• Simple vcl1icle mail1lenance . 

• Parking vehicles in shade during wann periods with strong sunlight can keep a (.11" 

cooler and can minimize the evaporation of fuel. 

• Choosing a place to live that reduces the need to drive. 
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NOIVIRNCLATURE 

Jacobian matrix ill x-direction 

CC;lcentration ofpoll'Jtan!, 111olhll~ 

[) Di ffusivity of the pollutant, m
2
/s 

.Ix Flux 0 [ di [fusion rel;lti ve to motor average velocity,. mol/m
2
s 

K Eddy diffusion 1112/s '. 

IV1 Molecular weight,ofpo\Jutant, gllnol 

Mail" Molecular weight of air, g/mol 

Nx x-direction flLi;(, mol/n?s 

q Source strength, gltp.1s 

Time of dispersion, s 

T Temperature orthe surrounding, k 

Ux Velocity of air in x-direction, m/s 

rJ I'l'1ean component of the wind velocity, m/s 

!J' Deviation of pollutant speed from mean component, m/s 

Yx Pollutant speed in x-direction, m/s 

V Mean of pollutant speed from component, m/s 

V' Deviation of polh~tant speed from component, mJs 

p Density ofp;Uutant kg/m3 

. 
Ax Eigen value in x-direction 

Pil Eigenvector 
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Un Change in concentration 

~v Di {Tusion volullles for simple molecule 

](;\11 IJi fTusion cocnicicnt or <'ir-co systcm. 

Subscript 

A Air componcnt 

13 Pollutant component 

11 Time level 

I, J Cell location in grid 

i + 1 Next point in the grid 

X in the x-direction 

y in the y-direction 

z in the z-dircction , 
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APPENDIX A 

"\1UI\1F:RICAL SII\IlJLATION CALCULATION 

A.l Using the boundary cOllditions stated in section 3.5.3 and figure }.5'.1. n is the time' I c\'(' \ 
.,,' 

(0 Ie) 10secom1s) where 6[ = 0.1 sec, M is the division in axial distance of 10 cqu.11 part:.; 

; 

and simulation ti111e of lOseconds. The kngth of each axi5 is 10m and the change in 

disl<lllce between two points is 1 m (i.e Ilx = 1m). Taking the change in concentration 

between t\VO poillts'in grid is equal to change in time level. Then; 

L\t= 6C = 0.1 

Where 

6t ,,-= 0.1 sec 

And 6C = 0.111101(1113 

A.1.1 From table 3.1, using the fi:s~ set of input data 

U = O.5m/s, V = 2.5r.l/S, q = 0.0001G4mollm3s, K = 7.05 x 1O-5m2/5 (this value is 

constant through()]1t). 

Note; .0,t = L\C = O. t, ;:"vY = 1 m and let cg = 0.1 m01lm3 (initial concentration at time level 

zero). 

From 9Quation 3.5.22, ~C = 01 mol/m3 

From equation 3.5.20, the eige~1Valucs is calculated as 

Ax = Ut + Vx = 0.5 + 2.5 = 3.0m/s 

From equation 3.5.14, [;ux of grid point i + 1 is calculated 

Fi+1 = l\ cg + cg V: - K ~ 
L1x 
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Wherc 

3 -' 2 0 1/-' U
t 
= 0.5111/S, V t = 2.5m/s, C = O. 1 111 0 11m , K = 2.05 x 10 -111 Is, 6C = .11110 In 

6l = 0.1 secl 

A-r = ! 111 'J--these values are constant all through the calculation. 

By substituting into the abr)Vc equation 3.5.14, 

l 
. = 1 (0 5 _ ') 5) __ 2.05 X 10-

5 
x 0.1 Ft+1 . -\~. 1 

.. ~ 

Change in grid f1l~X bctween the grid point i and i + 1 is calculated from equation 3.5.24 

Equation 3.5.25 eO~1siders only one axis, therefore, the use of summation will not affect 

any change. 

I-fence, 6F = b.xAxen for a unit eigenvector i.e el = 1, the change in flux equation reduced 

to the form; 

6F = A 6C x 

= 3 x 0.1 

Now, flux at grid point i can lJe calculated as; 

F;=F;-f-1-6F 

= 3.000 - 0.3 

Changc in flux between the grid point i and i + Yz is 
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-

AI' .1F 0.3 () 15 \1 2 L\ • 't1/2 = - = -- =, . 1110 111 S 
I 2 '2 

The flux at grid point i + 112 can be calculated from 3.5.19 

= Y2 [3.000 + 2.700] - Y2 x 0.15 

Now, we assume the change in flux between the grid points i and i + Y2 is equal to thc 

opposite side /lux (i.e ~Fi +112 = ~Fi - 112)' 
• 

Hence, 

= 2.700- 0.; 5 

Using Roe-Riemann solver (equation 3.5.35), concentration at the grid point can be 

calculated as: 

CI . I = C1
, I -- .1t (F, 1/2' k - Fl' -1/2,j',k') + ~t~10 l+l,j, ( l,j, ( .1x 1+ ,j, 'I 

Where 

Substituting, 

q = 1 - 0,1 (2.775 - '2.550) + 0.1 x 0.000164 
1 

= 0.98mol/m3 

A.1.2 Using the same procedure fOf the second set of input data (from table 3.1) 

Ux = 0.7m/s, Vx = 2.55m/s, q; = 0.000186mollm3s, K = 2.05 x 1O-5m2/s 
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The new change in concentration is; 

oc= I 0.978 = O.0221l1ol/nf' 

Ax = U, + V, 

= 0.7 + 2.55 = 3 25m/s 

New flux at next grid point i + 1 is; 

o ) K LlC F-+, = C1 (U + V - -
I . X x Llx 

F. = 0 978 '3 2 os _ 2.05 X 10-
5 

X 0.022 
1+' . x .. - 1 

Flux at grid point i w;11 be flux previously calculated as i + 1 (i.e new F; = old Fit 1 

calculated before). 

Therefore, F; = 3.000mollrn2s (calculated previously as F;+ ,) 

New flux at grid point i + ~~ is 

L\F is change il'. flux between the grid points i and i + ) is computed as: 

L\F = Ax L\~ = 3.25 x 0.022 

Fi + y, = Y2 [3.176 + 3.000]- Y2 x 0.0715 

F; _ y, = 2.77 5mol/m2s (previously calculated F; + y,). 

The concentration at the 'next point in the grid Cf can be calculated using equation 3.5.35 

(discretized reduced form of Roe-Riemann solver equ.ation). 
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q = 0.978 - 0.1 (3.054 _. 2.775) + 0.1 x 0.000186 
1 

c~ " 0.951110[/1113 

A.1.3 Using thc samc prOCC(Jurc for thc ihird set of input data 

Dr = 0.9111/S, VI" = 2.6m/s, qj =, 0.0002082mollm 3s, K = 2.05x 1 0-5m2/S 

6C = 0.97S -- 0.950 = 0.028mollnr' 

Ax = 0.9 + 2.6 = 3.5m/s 

2.05 X 10-5 X O.OZtI Fi - I = 0.950 X 3.5 - -----
1 

Fi= 3. 1785mol/m2s (calculated previously as Fi j'l) 

6F = Ax6C = 3.50 x 0.28 = 0.098mol/m2s 

Fi + y, = Y2 [3.3250 + 3.1785] - 12 x 0.098 = 3.20275mollm:!s 

Fi - y, = 3.0535nnllm2s (calculated previously as Fi + y,) 

I-lence, C~ can be ~a1culated as 

c~ = 0.950 - 0/ (3.20275 - 3.0535) + 0.1 x 0.0002305 

c~ = 0.941110Ilm3 

:\.1.4 Fourth set of input data 

Dx = 1.1 mis, Vx =~ 2.65m/s, q~ = 0.0002305mollm3s, K =, 2.05 x 10-5m2/s 

Now, 6C = 0.950 -- 0.935 =·6.015rnol/m3 

Ax = 1.1 + 2.65 "" 3."l5m/s 

Fi + Y, = 0.935 x 3.75 - 2.05 x 10-5 x 0.015 = 3.5062mollm2s 
• 
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; .~ 

PI = 3.32501110I/n/s (calculatcd previously as FI + Vi in A.1.3) 

Fi I'i,:-C I;l f)·SOel2 -! 3.3250] _. Y;! x 0.05625 = 3.38747511101/1112S 

C3 - 2 Llt F F)· II' 3 Hence, 4 -- C3 -- - ( 'i~ ~i - 'i- y, + ut q4 
Lix 

q = 0.935 - 0.1 (3.387475 - 3.2(275) + 0.1 x 0.0002305 
1 

q = 0.9211101/1113 

A.1.S For the fifth set of input data. 

;'I.e ,-' ().93:) -- o.()} 7 = 0.01 Smollm3 

• Ax = 1.3 + 2.7= 4.0m/s 

Fi + I = 0.917 x 4.0 - 2.05 x 10-5 x 0.018 = 3.6680moll1112s 

Pi = 3.506'2molinls (1'i + I in A.IA) 

LlF = 4.0 x 0.0 1 ~ == 0.072mol/m2s 

Fi + '/, = ~Iz [3.6680 + 3.5062] - Yz x 0.072 = 3.551111101/m2s 

Fi -~, = 3.387475mol/m2s (1'i + 'I, in A.lA) 

Hence, 

c~ = C3 -- Lit (F.-", _ F. 1/) + ilt q4 ;) 4 Llx I r /Z I - /2 5 

c~ = 0.917 - 'll (3.5511 - 3.387475) + 0.1 x 0.000258 

c~ = 0.90mol/m~ 

so 



l 
J 
1 
l 
1 I A.l.6 For the sixth set of ;nput data 
I 

j U!c 1.5mis, V," 2. 75m/s, q~ ~ 0.0002751 III 0 11m's, K 0.2.0,5 x 10-\11'/s 
; . 

; 
~ 

f ;\('=0.917· 0.901 ""OJ)IGl1lol/n? 
; 
i 
! 

Ax = 1.50 + 2.75 =" 4.25111/s 

Fi + 1 = 0.901 x 4.25- 2.05 x 10-5 
X 0.016 = 3.8292nwl/nls 

F, = 3.G680mollm2s (from previous calculCltion) , 

l1F = 4.25 x 0.016 = O.068mollnls 

Fij ,/, = Yz [3.8292 + 3.GC)80] - ~Iz x 0.068 = 3.71,46moIl111
2
s 

Fi _ '/, = 3.5511 11101/1112
S (previous calculation of Fi + '1J 

Hence, 

c:~ '=0.901.-C.l (3.7146-3.5511)+0.1 x 0.0002751 

c~ = 0.8911101/'113 

A.1.7 Using the seventh set of input data from th..:: table 3.1 

Ux = 1. 7m/s, Vx = 2.80m/s, q~ = 0.000297411101/m3s, K =, 2.05 x 10-5m2/s 

l1C == 0.901 -- 0.885 = 0.016mol/m3 

Ax = 1.7 +'2.80 = 4.5m1s 

FH 1= 0.885 x 4.5 -- 2.05 ;( 10-5 x 0.016 = 3.9825mqlim2
r, 

Fi = 3.8292mollm2s (from previous calculation ofFi + 1) 

l1F = 4.5 x 0.016 = 0.072mollm2s 

F - II -3 9°'15 '. 3 8r
' "2] II 007'"1 - 3 86(\( l' 2 i+'/,--l2l .. 0L -t_. L~'. -11X- . • :'-. :,9n10/n1S 
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llcncc, 

c~ = 0.885 -- 0."1 (3.8699- 3.7146) + 0.1 x 0.0002974 
. , 

c~ = n. 87mo l/m
3 

A.1.8 From table 3.1, the 8tl
. sets of input data arc: 

U, = 1.9111/S, VX = 2 .. 85111/s, fj~ = 0.0003197mo1/m
3
s, K = 2.05 x 1O-5m~/s 

l\C = 0.885 _.- 0.869 = 0.0 16mol!n~'\ 

A.r = 1.9 + 2.85 = 4.75111/s 

Fit I = 0.869 x 4.75 - 2.05 x 10-5 
X 0.016 = 4. 1277mollm;5 

F, = 3.9825Ilwl/1112S (takcn from F,+ l,ih A. 1.7) 

l\F = 4.75 x 0.016 = 0.076mollm2
5 

Pi + vi = '12 [4.12.77 -I- 3.9825] - '12 x 0.076 = 4.0171 mol/m::s 

FI - V, = 3.6899mol/m2s (from Fi4 v, in A.l.7) 

Hence, 

C8
7 = C7

G - E.. (F· + '!, - 'F·. v,). + l\t qs7 L1x . I 2 I 

C~ =0.869--0.1 (4.0171- 3.6899)+0.1 x 0.0003197 

C~ =-:,; 0.86mollm3 

A.1.9 Using the 9th sets of data from table 3.1 

Ux = 2.1m/s, Vr == 2.90m/s, q~ = 0.000342bmollm3s, K = 2.05 x 1O-5m2/s 

l\C = 0.869 -- 0.854 = 0.015mollm3 
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A, .~ 2.1 + 2.90 ~ 5.0111/~ •..• ;}~1'd' . 
.. ·F;.II = 0.854 x 5.0 - 2.p5 X '1t~/i'X Q']'{*~~~:1·270011101/111"'s 

. \ .'.. '':. ,; i I . 

Hence, 

F, = 4. 1 277mollrn2s (previous Pi t 1) 

.2' 
L\F = 5.0 x 0.015 = O·0'7Smol/m·s 

P, + 'h = ~!2 [4.2700 + 4.1277) - Y2 x 0.075 = 4.1 (j l35mo)/m
2
s 

Fi _ v, = 4.0 17111101l1112
S (previous F i + v,). 

C9
8 = C8

7 
- ~ (1'i + \/, - Fi _ v,) + L\t q~ 

Llx 

q :=·0.854 -. 0.1 (4.16135 -- 4.0171 ~ + 0.1 x 0.0003420 

, 3 q :c= 0.85mo1/111 

A.I.IO The tcnth sct of data 1i-0I11 the table 3.1 

U r = 2.3m/s, Vx = 2_95m/s, qio= ·O.0003643mol/m3s, K "'= 2.05 x lCr
c

m2/s 
, 

L\C = 0.854 -- 0.840 =;= 0.0 1411101/m3 

"Ax = 2.3 + 2.95 = 5.25m/s 

5 I 2 
Fi + 1= 0.840 x 5.25 - 2.05 x 10- x 0.014 = 4.4100mol/m s 

2 " 
Fi = 4.2700mol/m s (previolI~Fi+ I) 

L\F = 5.25 x 0.014 = 0.0735mol/m2s 

Fi + v, = Yz [4.4100 -+ 4.2700.] - Vz x 0.0735 = 4.3032SmoJ/m2s 

Thus, 

9 _ 8 ·M . 9 
C10 - C9 - -;-- (Fi + v, - Fi - y,) +.[\t ql0 

,LlX 
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ci(l ecce 0.340·- 0.1 (4.30325 - 4.16135) + 0.1 x O.0003Ci43 

Cio 0= O.84mol/m1 

A.l.l1 The eleventh setor data from the table 3.1 

U, = 2.5m/s. V t = 3.0m/s, qif = 0.0003679mol/m3s, K = 2.05 x 1O-sm2/s 

6C = 0.840- 0.826 = 0.01411101/1113 

Ax ,-- 2.5 + 3.0 = 5.5111/s 

F't I=-' O.82() x 5.5 - 2.05 x 10-5 x 0.014 = 4.5430mol/ll12s 

Fi + 12 = Y2 [4.5430 + 4.41 00] ~ 12 x 0.077 = 4.4380moll1112s 

F,_ I;' = 4.303251110111112
5 (previous Fi+ y,). 

Thus, 

( 10 (9 Llt (I' F) 10 
11= 10~Ll.:v 'i+;;'- ,_I/, +6tqll1 

Ci~ = 0.826 - 0.1 (4.4380 ~ 4.3(325) + O.l·x 0.000367() 

, 
ctf = 0.821110 lImJ 
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APPENDIX 8 

X:= I .. II 

lI x >- · ... ·c:loeily urair illll'/s" 

Vx >' '\doeity oC co ill m/s" 

'h> "SomeI,;' strcllght ill r.101/mI\3*s" 

lIx :== Vx :=c 

0.50. 12.50 1 
0.70, 2.55 

0.90 2.GO 
---
LID 2.G5 

I .30 2.70 

1.50 2.75 

1.70 2.RO 

1.90 2.S5 

2.10 2.90 

2.30 2.95 

2.50 3.00 

( , )11 ( )11 6t ( ~ ()1I C j+1 = C j - --:. , I - F + lit· q I 
L\X . II· ,._ I - I, . 

2 ?J 

6l := 0.1 . s 

6x :=, I . m 

2 
-'i m 

k:= 2.05 ',10 . ,-
s 

mol 
6c:= 0.1 . --

3 
rt1 

0,0001 G4 

0.00018G 

0,000208 

0,00023 I 

0,000253 

0.000275 
0,()OO297 

0.000320 

0.000142 

0.OOO3G4 

0.OOO3GS 

Roe-Riemann Solver 

mol 
CO := 1,0-

n? this is initial concentration at time level zero 
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Ie, ~c 
r 

I 3 

3.25 

3.5 

3.75 

4 

! 4.25 

4.5 

475 

Is-~: 
t~ 5.5 

Flux at grid point i+1 is 

In 
U x :-= 0.50 . -

, I s 

, ~ 1110\ 
I'ill =.)--

" 

111~ , S 

i:= 0 

111 
Vx := 2.50·-

, I S 

Change in grid flux betwee:l the grid pomt i and i+1 is 

Let t:n:= I 
111 

Ax, := 3.0· --
I S 

since we are consiclering cne axis, unit '~iger. vector, en = 1 

1110\ , 
I~F = 0.3--

2 
III . S 

Flux at grid point i is 
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111 01 
F, ,-, ~.7--,-

III . S 

change in flux between the gl id ~)oint i anci i+ 1/2 is 

2 
I\F . 1110: 
-- == 0.15 ---

2 
!,\F 1 = L\F i 

Ii, 
III . S 

1110\ 
I\F, := 0.15 . ----

2 
2 III . S 

The flux at grid point i+ 1/2 is 

I . I 
17 = - . (F 1 + F) - - . /\1" 1 

II 1 2 \ II I I 2 i I 

Let F 1 = F, 
Ii 

2 2 

\ 1 
F :="2' (F, I 1 + F,) -, "2 . I\F , 

2 2 

111 01 
F = 2.77--

i 2 

2 III . S 

Let 
AF 1 = L\F _, , 

i-
2 2 

11101 
L\F, :== 0.15·--

~ 

111~'S 

F .:= F - L\F· 
--1 I I 

2 2 

mol 
F . = 2.55--

-I 2 
111 • S 

Using Roe- Riemann Solve .. : 

~ 

mol 
Fj:c-= 2.7·--

2 
111 . S 

Concentration at the grid point can be calculated as 

• 
( ,n) _ (n) ~L\t~; ~~ ( 0) C ',,1 •• - C ' 'k - -. 1. - F 1 + 1\t· q 1 

" ,.I' 1,.1 i\ . 'k . 'k 
, - X 1+ 2 • .1 1- 2 ,.I 

11101 
qx := 0.000164·--
'I 1113 .s 

mol 
F. := 2.775· ----

1 2 
2 111 • S 

)/ 

2 2 

F 
--i 

2 

11101 
:= 2,550· ---

2 
J11 . S 



Co := 1 
11101 

i\t : 'c 0.1 . s 

('I := Co -- _/\_t . C'i -- F_), + i\t· qx 
i\x. 'I 

L 2 

III () I 
C 1 co 0.98 -~' 

111 
II '= 07·-x

2
' . 

The new change in concentratic':l is 

III 
Ax :~, ,US· -

, 2 s 

New flux ot next grid point i + 2 is 

, i\C 2 
f· 2 '= c, . (u + v .) - k . --" .' x X 

\ 2 . 2, fix 

., ., 11101 
1'".2 = ').18--

2 
111 • S 

nf 

111 
Vx := 2.55· -

, 2 s 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated as i + 1, that is 

11101 
F- =3--
I, 2 

L I1l'S 

New flux at grid point i + 1/2 is 
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11101 
qx := 0,0001,86·--
. '~ 3 

~ 111 ·s 



111(l\ 
1\1", ~ n.O} --'--' 

, - , 
111- . S 

Iln\ 
l ~· =:1 05 ---
(i)2" , 

2 
In'" . s 

1'._(,1:2:= F 

11101 
F O~ 2.77-~ 

\ 1)2 2 
2 111 " S 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

At := 0.\ . s 

mol 
qx :~ 0.000186 . -0-

2 11/ . S 

-'I;. 

, mol 
• i F := 2.7'75· --

t 2 
2 

m . s 

•• 11101 
C I :~~ 0.978.-, 

mol 
F (i)2 := 3.052· -2-

2 m . s 

, 

III 

11101 
F (')2:= 2.775·--

-- t \ 2 
2 I11'S . 

(2:= 0.978· - - ;--. 3.052· -- - 2.775· --- + 0.1· s· 0.000186· ---\1101 '0.1· s ~ mol 11101~ ~;. 11101J" 1113 1'111 1112.s 1112. m 3 . 

\1101 
C2 =0.95-

3 m 

Third value 

111 
U x := 0.90· -

, 3 S 

The new change in concentration i~J 

;l1oi 
AC 3 = O'(E

,1 
III 

III 
)'x, :c= 3.5· --

_, s 

New flux at next grid point i + 3 is 

. 111 
V '= ') GO· - j x

3
' •.. S 
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11101 
qx := 0.000208 . --
'3 • 1113 . s 



IIHlI 
Fid = 3.:n -0-

11l~ . S 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated as i + 2, that is 

New flux at grid point i + 1/2 is 

1 1 
F . , := - . (Fi13 -r r· ) - - . 6F3 

(I). 2 '; ') 
2 . -

le_(1)3:= 1-'(i)2 

2 2 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

At:", O. I . ~; 

mol 
qx := 0.000208 . --

• , 3 
. 111 . S 

6x:=o 1·101 

6t II J c' := C") - --. F. - F .... + 6t . II J _ A (1)3 - (I): ·IX 
eX L·· 3 2 2 

mol 
Fi =3.18--

3 m2 . s 

mol 
F (i)3 = 3.2 -2-

2 
III . S 

[' 0 mol 
'(i)2:= 3.52·--

.. 2 
2 Ill·S 

, mol 
I' -:(i)3 = 3.05 -2-

2 m . s 

mol 
C2 := 0.95. 0

-

3 
111 

C
3 

:= 0.95. - - -- . (3.203 - 3.053)· -...:..- + 0.1· s· 0.00020S.-~ mol 0.1· s mu ~ 11 I~ 
3 l.m 2 3 III m . s III . 
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:11 
V ·~C 2 6S . -x

4
' . - s 

The new change in concentration is 

III 
Ax :~ 3.75·-

'4 s 

New flux at next grid point i + <I is 

111 () I 
(" -~ 0.0' ---

~., J 
III 

11101 
q, := 0.000231 . -, -

"4 Ill" . S 

11101 
I'\C4 = 0.01-

3 
m 

1110\ 
Pi+4 == 3.S \ ---

2 m . s 

Flux at grid point i will b~ flu> previous calculated as i + 3, that is 

New flux at grid point i -I 1/2 is 

F_(i)4:= F(i)3 

2 2 

11101 
F : =j"'----(.)4 .. 2 

2 111 . S 

mol 
Pi == 3.33---

2 
111 . S 

11101 
I'\F4 =0.06--

2 
III S 

11101 
P (i)4 == 3.39 -2-

11101 
F (i)J := 3.2· --_ __ 2 

2 111 . S 
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Using Roe-Rielllctnn ~;olver 

t\t :~ 0.1 . s Ax : .. , I . 111 

mol 
('3:= 0.94·-- \ 

nf 

mol 0.1· s mol f.. mal) 
(' 4:= 0.94· - .- --. (3.39 - 3.2)· ---- + 0.1· s . lo.00023 I .--

111] I . m 1112 . s " 111
3 

. 

Fifth value 

111 
lIx_:= 1.30·-

) s 

The new change in concentration is 

New flux at next grid point i + 5 is 

111 
Yx := 2.70·-

5 s 

"!l. mol 
C4 =u.92-.-., 

111 

Ilh)1 
qx := 0.000253· --

S 11,3 . s 

11101 
6Cs = 0.02-

3 m 

mol 
Fi+S = 3.68--

2 m . s 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated 25 i + 4, that is 

New flux at grid point i + 1,2 is 

6Fs := Ax . 6Cs , S 

F. := - . IF S + F· - - . 6Fs \, ) I 
(I)S 2 \ H· IS 2 

2 ' 
62 

mol 
Fj = 3.51--

s m2 . s 

mol 
6Fs = 0.08 ---

2 
m 'f. 

mol 
F(,)S = 3.56-

2
--

" 111 • S 



r F . - (i)5' (I)·l 

2 2 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

i\t:= 0.1 . s Ax = I . 111 

mol 
F (i)4 := 3.39· -2 -

2 
m . s 

mol 
F _ (i)5 = 3.39 --::,--

111~ . S 
2 

11101 
C4 := 0.92·-

3 
11.1 

C5 := 0.92· -' - -- . (3.56 - 3.39)· -- + 0.1· s· 0.000253· -_.,-11101 0.1· s mol ~ 11101~ 
1113 I . m m2 . s m3

• 

111 
Ux := 1.50· -

6 J..') 

111 
Yx := 2.75·-

6 s 

The new change in concentration is 

111 
Ax := 4.25·-

. 6 S 

New flux at next grid point i + 6 is 

mol 
C5 = 0.9-

3 
111 

11101 
I'\C6 = 0.02-

3 m 

mol 
Fi+6 = 3.84--

2 
111 • S 

Flux at grid point i will be flux pr~vious calculated as i + 5, that is 

New flux at grid point i + 1/2 is 

63 

mol 
F j =3.68--

6 m2 . 3 

mol 
I'\F6 = 0.07--

2 
PI . S 



r '- \ (F I· Fl' ) - ~ . AF(, 
'(1)(' ." -7.' II{, _ (, t:" 

F (i)(':C= F(i)'i 

2 2 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

L\t := 0.\ . S L\X:= \ . 111 

mol 
r. ··1 T'·--• (;)(, ..• , ~ 2 

2 

III 01 
I~ '- 1 'i(i.--

( .)< .- .'. 
I.J" .2 
2 Ill'S 

1110\ 
F_(i)6 = 3.56-

2
-

2 111'5 

mol 
C5 := 0.90·-

3 
111 

III . S 

11101 . 0.1·!; 1110\ ~ 11101~ C
6

:= 0.90· - - --- . (3.64 - 3.56) . -- +- 0.1 . s· 0.000275· -3 -
1113 I \. in 1112. Sill' • 

111 
lIx := 1.70·-

7 s 

111 
Vx := 2.80·-

7 S 

The new change in concentration is' 

111 
Ax := 4.50·-

'7 S 

New flux at next grid point i + 7 is 

1110\ 
C6 =0.89-

3 
III 

1110\ 
qx := 0.000297 . --
'7 m3 . s 

.. 3 mol 
/l.C7 = 7.97 x 10 -

3 
111 

11101 
Fi+7 = 4.01--

2 
111 • S 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated as i + 6, that IS 

64 

mol 
Fj =3.84--

7 1112 . S 



New flux at grid point i + 1/2 is 

F _ (i)7 := F (i)6 

2 2 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

At := 0.1 . s Ax:= I . III 

1110\ 
/\F7 co (U14 -,-

111~' S 

1110\ 

F (i)7 = 3.9\ -2-

2 Ill'S 

11101 
F (i)6 := 3.72 . --2 -

2 
111 . S 

III 0 I 
F -(i)7 = 3.72-

2
-

12 
m . s 

III 0 I 
C6 :=' 0.89 . -

3 
- 111 

mol O. J • s :nol ~ mOI~ C
7 

:= 0.89. - _ .. --- . (3.91 - 3.72) . --- + 0.1 . s· 0.000297·--
m3 I . 111 m2 . s ill

3 
. 

1'1 
Ux := 1.90·--

8 s 

The new change in conc:;entration is 

III 
Ax := 4.75·-

g s 

New flux at next grid point i + 8 is 

( \ 
ACg 

F 8:= C7 · U + v - k· --
l-r. Xg x8! Ax 

mol 
C7 =0.87-

3 
III 

m 
Vx := 2.85·-

. 8 s 

mol 
qx := 0.000320 . --

8 m3 . s 

65 

11101 
ACs = 0.02-

3 
111 

11101 
Fi+S = 4.14--

2 
111 . S 



Flux at grid point i will be flL'x previous calculated as i + 7, that is 

New flux at grid pointi + 1/2 is 

F -(i)8:= F(i)7 

2 2 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

1110, 
Fj = 4.0\--

8 n/. s 

1110 I 
~F8 = 0.09--

2 
111 . 5 

11101 
F (i)8 = 4.03 -2-

mol 
F (i)7 :=- 3.91 . -2-

2 m . 5 

2 

11101 

F -(i)8 = 3.91-'-2-
2 111'5 

111 . 5 

, 11101 0.1· S lIloI (0 mOI~ 
CS := 0.S7· - - --. (4.03 - 3.91)· -- + 0.1· s· 0.000320·--

3 I . 111 2\ 
111 I11'S '- nf·. 

m 
Ux := 2.10·-

9 s 

The new change in concentration is 

m 
""x := 5.0· -

9 S 

m 
Vv := 2.90·-
"9 S 

66 

m.:.! 
Cs = 0.S6--

3 m 

11101 
qx := 0.000342 . --

9 3 

mol ' 
~C9 = 0.01-

3 m 

m . s 



New flux at next Wid point i + 9 is 

11101 
Fifl) , ,1.29-, --

III . S 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated as i + ~, that is 
, 

New flux at grid point i + 1!2 is 

F -(i)9 :== F(i)8 

2 2 

Usir.p Roe-Riemann Solver 

11101 
·F· == 4.14'--

19 2 
III . S 

11101 
t:\.F9 == O.OG~ 

~ 

111- . S 

mol 
F (i)9 == 4.18--

2
-

2 III . S 

mol 
F (i)8 ::cc 4.03 . -2-

2 m . s 

11101 
F -(i)9 == 4.03 -2-

2 m . s 

11101 0.1· s .. mol ~ ll101~ 
C9 :== 0.86· - -- --. (4.18 - 4.03)· -- + 0.1· 5' 0.000342·--

3 1'111 2 1 
III III '5 m·· 

F 

C 
-3 

9 == 0.851110\111 

1110\ 
m 

Ux :== 2.30 . -
m 

Vx :== 2.95 . -
g :== 0.000364 . --

XIO ' 3 
10 S 10 S 

The new change in concentradon is 

m 
Ax :== 5.25 . -

10 S 

mol 
t:\.C IO == 0.01 -

3 
111 

111 . S 



New flux at next grid point i .C 10 is 

11101 
Fi+IO = '1..11-,-

111~ . S 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated as i + 9, that is 

New flux at grid point i + 1/2 is 

F_(i)IO;= F(i)9 

2 2 

Using Roe-Riemann Solver 

mol 
F j = 4.29---

10 111
2

'$_ 

I11lJl 
~FIO = 0.07 ---:~

m~ . s 

mol 
F (i)IO = 4.33 -2-

2 111'$ 

mol 
F(i)9 ;= 4.18·--

__ 2 
2 01 . S 

mol 
F_'(i)IO '" 4;18-,-

_ L 
2 '" 111'$ 

C
IO

;= 0.85· - - ---. (433 - 4.18)· -- + 0.1· $' 0.000364· ---mol 0.1 . S 11101 ~ 11101~ 
m3 1'111 nl.s 1113

., . 

68 

fIlol 
C IO = 0.84-

3 
111 



Eleventh_value 

1I" 
"I I 

III 
2.S0· -

s 

111 
V, .' l.OO·-

XII S 

The new change in concentration IS 

111 
Ax := 5.5· -

. II s 

New flux at next grid point i + 1'1 !s 

111 () I 
(Ix := O.00036S . --
'II 1113.S 

- 3 11101 
,1C 11 = lOx 10 -

3 
111 

mol 
Fi+ll = 4.59--

2 
1~1 . S 

Flux at grid point i will be flux previous calculated ::lS i + 10, that is 

New flux at grid point i + 1/2 is 

6F 11 := Av ,1\C: 11 
"II 

I . I 
F. :=-'(Fi+ll.+F")--.6FII 

(1)ll 2 111 /: 
2 

F F - (i) 11 := . (i) 10 

2 2 

mol 
F· = 4.44--

111 ,2 m . s 

11101 
6FII = 0:05--

2 
111 • S 

mol 
F(i)11 = 4.49-

2
-

2 

11101 
F (i)10:= 4.33· -..,-

'2 mL·s 

111 . S 

mol 
F_(i)11 =4.33-

m2
. S 2 

69 



Using Rce-Riemann Solver 

mol 0.1· s mol ~ mOI~ C
II 

:= 0.84. - - --. (4.49·- 4.33)· -- + 0.1· s· 0.000368·--
m1 I·m Ill.s . m

3
, 

.. 

70 

mol 
C II = 0.82-, 

J 
m 



APPENDIX C 

a. [)cnsityofJ\ir(r) 

From the gelleral gas cq<lation, 

PV = nRT 

PV = mRT 
M 

P 
fa 

=p
M 

PM 
p=

RT 

where 

P = atmospheric pressure (atm) 

M = Illolecular mass of air (g/mol) 

111 = mass of air (g) 

R = gas constant (atm.cm3/mol.k) 

T = temperature = 30ne =;;: 303K 

Therefore, p = lX2.9 = 1.[658 x 1O-3g/cm3 = 1. 1 658kg/ln3 
82.1X303 ~~ 

b. Diffusion coefficient (KA8) (jf carbun monoxide/air system from the Fuller, Schettkr ~lI1d 

KeO/air 

Where 

1 
1.0 X 10-7 X T 1 .75 X [_1_ X _1_]2 

MA MB 

P[(L:V A )O.:!3·t (L:Vn )0.33]2 

T = atmospheric temperature of 300e 

P = atmospheric pr~ssure of 1 atm 

LV A = atomic diffusion volume orair = 18.9 

LV 13 = atomic diffusic)n of eo = 20.1 

71 



Mi\ . = molecular weight of air = 29g/mol 

Mil = mulecular weight creo = 28g/l1lo1 

1.0 x 10-:- 7 x 303 1.75 x (1/ + 1/ )1/2 K, = 2 2 
COhm 28.40481004 
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Figure 4.1 Concentration of CO (mol/m3
) against velocity of air, V (m/s). 
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Figure 4.2 Concentration of ~O (mol/m3
) against velocity of CO, U (m/s). 
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